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ABSTRACT

MMA Design (MMA) has invented and is developing a revolutionary deployable antenna solution providing
extremely high areal compaction for future microsatellite missions. Our solution combines the positive attributes of
currently fielded antenna systems and will enable performance for microsatellites consistent with today’s large space
craft payloads. The MMA patented and patent pending Deployable High Gain Reflectarray (DaHGR) antenna has
both a wideband and a narrower band configuration. The antenna architecture is realized using very lightweight
flexible membrane substrates incorporating a hoop structure to deploy the membranes and maintain tension. The
proposed solution builds on innovations by MMA in extremely lightweight deployable systems specific to large
antennas and aerobraking systems.
Current state-of-the-art (SOA) Mesh Antennas use ribbed umbrella and hoop structures for deployment. While these
are potentially scalable to some extent, they inherently have high parts count and require significant touch labor at a
high number of attach points to form the desired mesh surface. These systems have constraints on their stowed
volume which present challenges with small launch vehicle fairings and dispensers. The DaHGR sets a new standard
for deployable antennas with 1/3rd the parts count, less than 1/5th the volume (with a more favorable/flexible aspect
ratio), and ½ the cost of current SOA deployable antennas.
The DaHGR antenna solution combines the best attributes of successfully flown solutions. It offers advantages in
performance, compaction, and simplicity and significantly reduces the development and implementation risk by
leveraging proven technologies. A large space-fed reflectarray provides equivalent performance as a conventional
reflector for all missions not requiring extremely large bandwidth. Bandwidths achievable by reflectarrays easily
support a multitude of mission requirements.

Figure 1: A Scalable Deployable High Gain Reflectarray Antenna - DaHGR
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DAGHR OVERVIEW AND BENEFITS
MMA Design is developing a deployable reflectarray
antenna architecture that leverages a flight
demonstrated deployable membrane de-orbit system
(dragNET), currently at TRL-9 and MRL-9, and
modifies that system into a high expansion ratio high
gain antenna that can be used in various missions over a
wide range of frequencies. This technology has the
following benefits:

1.

Larger RF apertures for any
satellite/launch vehicle configuration

2.

Smaller/better packing factors

U.S. Air Force Research Laboratories flight
heritage dragNET de-orbit sail (TRL-9); and

•

U.S. Air Force Research Laboratories flight
heritage composite tape standoff mechanism
system (TRL-9).

given

a.

20% of the stowed volume of current
State-of-of-the-art (SOA) deployable
antennas

b.

Smaller stowed package enables
smaller, lower cost launch vehicles

c.

Packaging enables larger aperture for
a given launch volume

3.

Lower cost deployable antenna (<33% of
current SOA)

4.

Lower parts count – higher reliability (1/3rd of
the parts count of current SOA)

Figure 2: The DaGHR antenna is based on MMA
flight heritage products
The antenna deployment structure uses bi-stable
composite tape technology developed at the Air Force
Research Laboratories in Kirtland AFB, NM and
applied by MMA on several recent programs.
Deployment rate control, kinematics and feed
separation from the antenna reflectarray assembly uses
four motor driven linear tape drive assemblies deployed
simultaneously. Using motors to deploy the tapes
controls the rate and sequencing so that the antenna
deployment is well understood and controlled.
Additionally, the reflectarray is radially deployed and
tensioned by a spring driven octagonal pantograph
assembly (the P in P-DaHGR). MMA has flight
heritage using both pantograph assemblies and graphite
tapes on the ORS-3 mission that flew in late 2013.

MMA’s dragNET De-orbit System has achieved TRL-9
with two units launched on the ORS-3 mission. The
DaHGR antenna is a result of incorporating additional
structural and RF elements into MMA's heritage
deployable system.

The DaGHR antenna is based on combining existing
technologies. This antenna incorporates technologies
and methods developed under other MMA flight
programs (see Figure 2):
•

U.S. Air Force Academy 3U FalconSat-7
CubeSat deployable optical membrane (TRL8);

•

U.S. Air Force Research Laboratories CubeSat
HaWK and eHaWK deployable solar arrays
(TRL-7/8);
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•

Figure 3 shows the DaGHR and key enabling
deployment mechanisms that maintain membrane
tensioning throughout orbital lifetime and under all
solar illumination conditions.
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systems, the DaHGR system was invented to achieve
high areal compaction for small satellites.
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Figure 3: The MMA patent pending DaGHR
provides an unprecedented areal compaction ratio
and stowed volume size
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Figure 4: Parabolic Dish vs. Array vs. Spatial Fed
Reflectarray
The DaHGR technology comes from an extensive trade
on conventional antenna technologies and the desire to
develop a solution that enables small spacecraft to
incorporate large antenna apertures (see Figure 4). In
order to support high gain antenna applications at high
frequencies, the conventional solution has been to
deploy a true parabolic shaped reflector. This yields a
high precision surface that supports very wideband
performance but results in a relatively large stowed
volume for a given deployed area. An alternative
approach is to deploy a flat passive phased array
aperture that is directly fed. This approach requires all
radiating elements to be connected by transmission
lines (or RF feeding networks). For electrically large
systems, the transmission line losses become very large.
Furthermore, there are difficulties associated with
stowing this architecture with a high packing factor due
to wrinkling (or folding) of the RF transmission lines.
These wrinkles cause phase distortions to the RF
distribution network yielding significant antenna gain
reductions and sidelobe increases. Due to size
challenges for conventional reflectors and performance
limits in constrained feed apertures these approaches
were eliminated from the MMA trade space on high
areal compaction.

The DaGHR technology is based on tensioned thin film
membranes containing Reflectarray metallic features.
The metallized features are designed to provide phase
compensation to correct for unequal path lengths
between the RF feed (see
Figure 5) and the Reflectarray surface. By equalizing
the phases across the reflectarray surface, a collimated
plane wave is reflected away from the surface resulting
in high antenna gain. Because the geometry is easily
scaled and does not rely on a network of transmission
lines to deliver power to each radiator, the system
performance is very efficient and comparable to
conventional parabolic reflector aperture efficiencies.

The remaining antenna architecture in the trade space
was Reflectarray antennas. Spatially fed reflectarrays
were initially developed in the 1960's and have been the
subject of considerable study and many technical
papers (Ref. 1 and 2). In recent years RF issues such as
efficiency, sidelobes and bandwidth have also been
addressed, making the RF aspect of using this type of
antenna a candidate for even higher frequency (i.e. Kaband) antennas. Given the maturity of Reflectarray
technology and the maturity of MMA deployment
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Figure 5: Reflectarray comparison to Conventional
Parabolic Reflector
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MMA is currently developing DaGHR antennas
spanning 0.8 to 3.6 meter diameters. Based on current
designs, the DaGHR is expected to be suitable for
antennas as large as 5 meters in diameter and possibly
larger. Since the DaGHR is a spatially fed system, the
lower frequency limit is based on the electrical size of
the antenna required making it suitable for applications
where D/l is >= 10. D is the antenna diameter and l is
the free space wavelength of operation. The upper
frequency limit for DaGHR is tied directly to the rms
deployed surface error.

A recent experiment was conducted on a DaGHR with
X-band frequency of operation and about 24 inch
diameter (see
Figure 8). The experiment consisted of measuring the
test article prior to folding, post folding, and then post
crushing the folded membrane. In all cases a non-folded
DaGHR was measured to gauge test setup and range
repeatability. The findings are shown in
Table 1. The results prove the folding impact to the
antenna performance was < 0.17 dB consistent with the
folded area loss allocation in a representative DaGHR
gain budget (Table 2).

Figure 6 shows the result of calculating Ruze’s antenna
gain loss equation for reflector rms surface error which
is directly applicable to the DaGHR. As shown rms
surface errors of 25 mils result in 0.3 dB or less gain
reduction at X-band. Recent experiments in folding and
deploying large membranes have demonstrated rms
surface errors of 25 to 35 mils is feasible (see Figure 7).

Figure 8: Near Field Range Test for DaGHR
Folding Impacts

Table 1: Folding experiment results

Figure 6: DaGHR surface errors easily support Xband and lower frequencies. Ongoing R&D is
expected to demonstrate applications through Ka
band are feasible.

Table 2: Representative DaGHR antenna gain
budget
Surface dissipative
Surface flatness
Folding (Area Loss)
Seams

Element phase
total

Reflectarray Losses
full wave analysis with material parameters
Ruze's equation for reflectors. 25 mil rms flatness derived from experiment.
56 folds, lam/20 peak distortion, 0.25 inch width
assumed negligible, test coupon planned soon to confirm
variations due to phase resolution chosen in artwork plus variations due to
etch and element to ground plane spacing: total is rms of these three
0.07 dB values. Ruze's equation for phased arrays.
0.1
0.28
0.20
0

dB
dB
dB
dB

0.7 dB

Another critical observation from this experiment was
the folding impacts to antenna sidelobe levels. As
shown in

Figure 7: MMA photogrammetry results for folded
and tensioned membranes

Figure 9, the sidelobe levels between the Pre-Folding
case and the Folded case are very similar and mostly a
Kelly
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result of the prime-fed feed arrangement for this
particular experiment causing blockage losses since the
feed was directly in front of the center of the aperture.

Figure 9: Gain distribution plots prior to folding
(bottom); after folding (top left); after severe
crushing (top right)

Figure 11: Statistical distribution of surface
deviation from flat plane for the three test cases

Bandwidth of reflectarray antennas is typically limited
by the electrical size and focal length to Diameter ratio
(f/D) of the reflectarray. MMA has completed initial
studies on bandwidth for different ways the DaGHR
deployment architecture might be used to achieve wider
system bandwidths. In all cases the system is
constrained to a single membrane containing
reflectarray features plus a ground plane in order to
minimize complexity, cost, stowed volume and mass.
The results shown in Figure 12 are for a flat
implementation (left) and for a 2-facet implementation
(right) along the parabolic contour. The solid traces are
for fixed phase (tuned at center frequency) reflective
elements (such as differently sized square patches). The
dotted line traces assume incorporation of finite length
delay lines in the implementation (up to 1 wavelength
long). In both cases bandwidth decreases with the
electrical size of the antenna and has a significant
dependence on the focal length (f) to antenna Diameter
(D) ratio. Each color trace corresponds to f/D=0.5, 1,
1.5 or 2. As an example, in order to meet an 8% or
greater bandwidth, an f/D=1.5 with D/l~117 for a flat is
required. Larger electrical sizes will result in lower
percent bandwidth and can be extrapolated from the
curves below.

Figure 10 provides a photograph of the folded
membrane and the corresponding photogrammetry
results. The color indicates the amount of deviation
from a flat reference plane. The fold lines are clearly
apparent in the results.
Figure 11 shows a statistical analysis of all the points
collected for all three membrane configurations. The
pre-folded and folded statistics are nearly identical
while the crushed configuration has a much larger peak
to peak surface error spread.

Figure 10: Photograph and photogrammetry results
after folding the membrane (not shown under
tension)
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Figure 12: Bandwidth of reflectarrays is a function
of aperture electrical size and focal length to
diameter ratio (f/D).

Figure 13: Illustration of potential mission concepts

DaGHR Technology Readiness

Not shown in this analysis are reflectarray solutions
supporting multiple frequency bands. All achievements
made in reflectarray technology can be applied to
DaGHR antennas.

The MMA dragNET system (
Figure 14) has proven flight capable processes have
been established for high density folding of thin
membranes with the successful deployment of a 14
meter squared system. The dragNET contained many
seams with adhesive bonds with no subsequent flow or
resulting stiction due to a significant stowed period and
after launch loads. MMA Design believes DaHGR can
enable many mission possibilities without adding
significant risk to future missions for small satellites.

Mission Concepts
The DaGHR antenna technology can be used to support
a variety of mission concepts that are typically
supported by conventional fixed beam and phased array
fed reflector antennas.
Figure 13 (top left) illustrates how the DaGHR can be
fed by a switched beam feed array to achieve multiple
beam positions in azimuth or elevation. This multibeam capability can be useful for both Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) applications or Satellite
Communications (SATCOM). The illustration at top
right provides a concept using DaGHR where the
equivalent antenna is a cylindrical parabolic reflector.
This architecture is conducive to phased array feeding
with a line array for wide angle scanning in one
dimension. This type of architecture is often in the trade
space for Spotlight SAR modes of operation. The
bottom illustration highlights how a deployable high
gain antenna on small satellites might aid in tactical
communications between ground communication nodes
that are off grid or in remote locations with inhibited
line of sight connectivity. Another potential application
under consideration is a Ka-band implementation of
DaGHR for radiometry sensing of ocean surface winds.
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Figure 14: DaHGR technology is based on flight
proven mechanisms and processes.
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